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An element of grave importance is your
horse’s headset in the hackamore. Do not
misconstrue a dropping-off of his neck and
head for collection. Your horse must flex at
the poll with his nose vertical, creating a
slight arc through the neck, with his weight
rocked back and over his hocks.

Have you ever had someone tap you on the
arm to get your attention? Your response was
probably to turn and see what was going on.

Some people have a natural way with horses
and seem to be able to communicate with
them easily. If those people use that gift correctly, they might be successful.

Headset by Al Dunning

16 Advanced Leg and Body
Control by Monty Bruce

In the past we discussed the basics of getting the
horse to move and to yield to your leg, and the
most effective use of your leg and spur. Today we
are going to talk about advancing our leg control
and the body control of our horse. After your horse
is constantly moving off your leg in the side pass;
(he has learned to move away from the pressure)
you are now ready to start working on hip control.

18 Ride Safely

by Martha Josey

Barrel racing is a way of life to many people.
It is an incredible sport that more and more
horse owners are participating in each year. I
want to emphasize to you that just like in any
sport, there is risk of injury to the athlete. You
love what you do, but no one wants to get hurt.

by Barbra Schulte

by Craig Cameron

22

Journey to Road to the
Horse with Richard Winters
Interview by Angelea Kelly
It was still early on a bright Texas morning the
first of March and Richard Winters has already
been hard at work. He unhitched his horse
trailer and took a break to sit down to talk with
me about his upcoming bid for the Road to the
Horse colt starting championship.

28 Back to Jack

by Doug Lindgren

A few months ago I wrote a bit about Jack,
he’s one of my three year olds. At the time
he was having an adolescent moment and, as
I remember, I mentioned I thought he had developed a new set of brains.

36 Unlocking TMJ Tension
with Equine Bodywork
by Jim Masterson

The temporo-mandibular joint (TMJ) is the
junction of the upper and lower jaw. As such,
the joint balances on the teeth. The TMJ is a
critically important joint where emotional as
well as physical tension easily accumulates.

40 The 10 Qualities of a
Horseman by Pat Parelli

Second-hand gold is as good as new, so my
goal is to share my experience and help people
accelerate their horsemanship journey. I have
found there are ten basic ingredients that can
help humans of any age to do this. The first four
ingredients are primary for both the horse and
the human—the togetherness qualities—while
the final six are more from the human’s perspective—the leadership qualities.
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42 Exercise No. 2: Shoulder Control

by Les Vogt

In the next few issues, Les Vogt takes you through exercises of his Five Easy
Pieces. When you’ve mastered them, you should be able to put any part of
your horse’s body where you want it, without resistance. This time, we introduce Exercise No. 2: Shoulder Control.

46

An Exercise in Softness: Flexing at the
Standstill by Clinton Anderson
Goal: To be able to slide your hand down one rein and with the lightest
amount of pressure ask the horse to bend his head and neck around to
the side and have his nose touch your boot, jeans, stirrup or the fender
of the saddle. The horse should be so soft and supple that you can get
him to bend and soften by only sliding your thumb and index finger down
the rein.

48 Western Dressage Offers Benefits for Show

Horses of All Breeds by Lynn Palm

Western Dressage can benefit any Western horse, no matter what
discipline you ride. Riders who compete in breed shows will find that
adding Western Dressage to their repertoire improves their horse’s
performance in those other disciplines.

50 Reduce Risk of Infection When Traveling
by Juliet M. Getty, Ph. D.

For many horses, this is the season for traveling to horse shows and
events. Considering periodic outbreaks of equine herpes virus (EHV1) and other infectious diseases, it is critical that your horse be in top
physical health before embarking to an unfamiliar area.

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

The Good, The Bad
and The Ugly
I appreciate the beauty and power of
good horses. I have always admired good
horse art, as well as good horses. Not all
horse art is done correctly and neither
are all horses created equal. There are
only a handful of artists that can draw, paint, or sculpt the horse in
its correct form and function.
I am coming to the conclusion that to raise a great horse, get him
trained to reach its fullest potential, and keep it physically and
mentally fit, is a demanding challenge for the very best.
This is part of “The Good”.
On the other hand, The Bad and The Ugly can happen much quicker
and cost just as much or more. I know first hand how much it hurts
to raise a horse up to training age and then have him fall apart in
someone else’s hands.
If this happens, the choice is now yours whether you look into the
mirror or not. I have learned that you must try and learn from the
“The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly”. May I suggest to look into the
mirror because if you choose a trainer or a person to take care of
your horse and don’t check them out completely and then regularly
check on the condition of your horse, you are partially responsible
for their neglect.

52 Lead Departures, Circles and Spins - Part 1

To trust a mechanic to fix your car, truck or motorcycle is one thing.
If they don’t work on your vehicle for months or don’t put gas in
the tank, it doesn’t change the condition, attitude, or health of that
vehicle. To do this to a horse and the outcome is disastrous.

A lead departure into the lope is the first thing a judge sees when you start
your run, so its correctness helps to form his or her first impression of you. This
departure takes you right into your circles and spins, which are the very heart
of a reining pattern.

I recently sent a horse out to a person that I trusted to get him
tuned up. I sent in feed, to make sure he was fed right, but then I
thought I had sold him to them. After the perceived sale, I left the
care of the horse up to them. Big Mistake… I did not get paid and
I ended up getting the horse back

by Sandy Collier

56 What the Trainer Must Know

by Dick Pieper

No one starts on a two-week trip without knowing his destination, but
people often start riding horses with no idea of where they’re going or
what sort of direction they plan to take.

SPECIAL SECTIONS

44 Ask The Vet - Joint Injections and Soft Tissue
Injury Treatments

66 Working Western Celebration

What I got back was “Bad and Ugly”, only a shadow of what I had
taken to them. It breaks my heart, and more, but I have to look
into my own mirror and take responsibility for trusting the wrong
person.
Here is what I have learned and would recommend to any one.
Thoroughly check out any person that you are going to trust the
care for your horse to. Try to supply the proper feed for your horse
to insure it is correct and available. Make sure that they have the
wormers and medications that are correct. Insist on weekly photos
of your horse and its stall or paddock. If they don’t have a good
phone or camera, buy them one and get one for yourself. If any
thing does not look or feel right, correct it or bring your horse
home.
I have my horse at my home now and will do whatever it takes,
over the next several months or longer, to get him back into condition, healthy and happy. I have to admit that starting over with
him is not what I wanted to do but I need to take responsibility for
his present condition. I should have listened to my feelings much
earlier and got him back sooner.
My wish for you is that you learn from me and not allow anything to
happen to a horse that you own or are responsible for.
May God Bless You and Yours.
Rahn Greimann,
Owner / Publisher
Performance Horse Digest
WWW.PERFORMANCEHORSEDIGEST.COM
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The Hackamore
and Headset
by Al Dunning

The Headset
An element of grave importance is your
horse’s headset in the hackamore. Do not
misconstrue a dropping-off of his neck and
head for collection. Your horse must flex at
the poll with his nose vertical, creating a
slight arc through the neck, with his weight
rocked back and over his hocks. In this position, the entire spine is engaged and your
horse’s front end is light.
If you teach your hackamore horse to drop
at the withers, packing his head too low, he
learns to push straight down through the
hackamore and evade your direction. It is
much harder to revoke a bad habit than it
is to avoid one in the first place. Although
conformation plays a significant role in the
frame your horse can carry, remember that
riding your horse up and into the hackamore
equates to lightness. A flat-necked, nose-tothe-floor headset is not only undesirable, but
also unproductive.
Sometimes a naturally low-headed horse
might need encouragement to float atop the

Due to the backward motion, your horse
naturally curves his spine as he gives in
response to your direction, sitting down
to balance over his hindquarters. Since
he already has been taught to follow his
nose, your contact and bumping leads
him through a half-turn over his right
hock, thereby making the connection of
the right rein to his right hind.
10 ISSUE 4 • 2016

hackamore and attain the best possible carriage. Help such a horse to grasp the desired
frame by elevating your hands and bumping skyward as you drive with enough leg
to create energy and lift. When your horse
responds by gathering himself and coming
up and into the hackamore, relax your cues.
Repeat these steps when your horse tries to
flatten out, keeping your instructions concise and consistent. Through patience and
repetition, your horse can find a position of
carriage that corresponds to his natural, low
neck-set, yet keeps his shoulders and front
feet light.

Connect His Face to His Feet
Horses often are nagged, checked, and
yanked by riders who, somewhere in the
fray, have forgotten about their horses from
the poll back. The simple fact is that head
carriage is merely the result of a properly or
improperly aligned horse. All the contraptions and training in the world can’t put an
attractive, natural-looking headset in front
of a heavy, misaligned body.
As you ride and train, remember that you are
riding your horse, not his face. Your job is to
guide his footfall by aligning his body from
his tail to his nose in a shape suited for a
specific task. Teaching your horse proper
balance from the hindquarters enables him
to perform with a high degree of athleticism.
With his rear-end drive in use, his movements are dramatic, swift, and fluid, and
his spine is engaged. This results in floating
natural carriage and a consistent headset,
not to mention a happier horse.
In all the maneuvers that you perform, keep
in mind that your horse’s nose must relate
to his hind feet. This is the basic principle of
collection and the core of hackamore training. As with the rawhide artisan building a
hackamore, you’ve gone through preparatory phases to shape your horse into fine,
workable parts; you’ve removed the faults,
cured, and tempered him. But all this work
and preparation is in vain without a properly
built core upon which to base all other, more
elaborate training.
Having a solid core means that, in response
to a drawn rein, your horse surrenders his
nose, rounds his spine, and drives his hind
end deeply beneath his body. It is due only to
this true collection that properly performed
stops, spins, rollbacks, and all other skills

The goal is to teach your horse to flex
at the poll with his nose on the vertical,
rather than drop his neck and head f
rom the withers.
demonstrated by a fine riding horse are possible.
Help your horse to connect his face to his
feet by consciously riding his body and directing his feet through the hackamore.
Backing your horse into a turn is a great way
to teach the face-to-foot connection and create a solid basis for future training.
Follow these easy steps below to begin establishing that all-important core, the faceto-foot connection around which you can
build your hackamore horse.
When you’ve made that 180-degree turn, casually walk your horse in the other direction.
Work both sides of your horse in the same
manner until he moves evenly and willingly
as he backs into a turn in either direction.
You find that in a matter of a few backingturns, your horse associates the rein directly
to his hind pivot foot and drives it under his
belly to roll into the new direction. In time,
this simple exercise is used to develop the
rollback, spin, sliding stop, and other maneuvers requiring advanced collection.

Al Dunning is credited with
32 world-championship and
reserve-championship
titles.
The knowledge and passion he
shares in his clinics, videos,
and lessons have molded not
only average students, but also
some of today’s most successful
professional horse trainers.
Dunning’s ability to reach
people comes from his love of
horses and out of respect to
the mentors in his own life. For
more information go to www.
AlDunning.com
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DUALINBOON
Sire of talented, trainable foals

2001 sorrel stallion ■ LTE $115,153 ■ HERDA N/N
(Dual Rey x Boon San Acre by Bob Acre Doc)
Nominated to NCHA Super Stakes
April Special
Breeding Fee: First 25 mares $1,750
includes chute fee • shipped semen available

Special consideration given to proven mares
Owned by Jim Bilbrey ■ Cedar Creek Farm
Standing at Mowery Stallion Station
Weatherford, Texas ■ 817.596.4479
e-mail: marecare@earthlink.net
www.mowerycuttinghorses.com
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Standard Model

Mini Model

Pro Model

Choose from many model
sizes and 3 styles: Mini,
Standard, and Professional

Call now for pricing
and availablity!

Visit our Website to
order online and to
find more information

(208) 722-5116

www.parmacompany.com
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Advanced Leg and
Body Control
by Monty Bruce
Give your horse a few seconds to think about
what he had done.
Repeat your cues getting one step at a time. Your
horse will soon realize that as soon as he moves
his hip over you will release the pressure. As with
any training exercise, horses are looking for the
release of pressure. It’s their reward for giving
the correct response. After your horse is confident with one step, start building on that. Ask
for three or four before you release the pressure.
Keep adding more and more steps until you can
hold your horses forequarters still and push the
hip around in a full circle.
When first teaching this exercise you exaggerate
your leg cue by really reaching your leg back to
push the hip over. However, once the horse begins
to understand what you are looking for you can
slowly start to refine that leg cue. The refinement
can start with reaching back less and less with
your leg each time, until finally all you have to do
is move you leg back a few inches and your horse
will move the hip over.

In the past we discussed the basics of getting the
horse to move and to yield to your leg, and the
most effective use of your leg and spur.
Today we are going to talk about advancing our
leg control and the body control of our horse. After your horse is constantly moving off your leg in
the side pass; (he has learned to move away from
the pressure) you are now ready to start working
on hip control. Hip control is the ability to hold
the forequarters in one place and push the hip in
either direction.
Hip control is extremely important when it comes
to changing leads and lead departures. If a horse
is soft, qu9iet and responsive about yielding his
hip over then it makes our job much easier when
we ask for a lead change.
To start the ‘hip control’ exercise,
1. - Line up parallel to a fence and stop. The fence
is used to help stop the horse’s forward motion
as you start to push the hip around. Next, if I am
moving my horse to the right.
2. - Lift your hands and reins to stop the horse’s
shoulders from moving.
3. - Slide your outside or left leg, back behind your
back cinch and press. Keep applying pressure until the horse yields his hind quarters and takes a
step over with his hind feet. After that one step,
STOP, release the pressure, and praise your horse.

16 ISSUE 4 • 2016

Another refinement exercise is to move the horse
further and further away from the fence while doing your maneuver.
Another leg control exercise is called ‘two tracking’. Two tracking can be simply defined as a side
pass with some added forward motion. You want
your horse to remain going in the same direction and move sideways at the walk or trot, while
keeping a relatively straight body.

1. - Start in one corner of the arena and face down
the wall.
2. - Start the horse by walking forward.
3. - Then apply your side passing cues. Keep your
horse from going any faster with rein pressure.
4. - Then, take one leg off your horse, giving him a
way out (relief of pressure).
Again, as soon as the horse takes a couple steps
laterally, release your pressure and let him walk
straight for a couple steps. Then repeat the process. As soon as the horse is willingly moving off
your leg at the walk you can move up to the trot.
The process is the same at the trot; just make
sure your horse keeps up the trotting cadence
while moving sideways.
Two tracking is a great way to gain advanced
body control. Your horse must be soft through his
whole body in order to step over latterly in front
and in hind while moving forward and maintain a
steady cadence. Good timing (releasing when the
horse is moving away from the pressure).
Consistency (Apply the exact same cues each
time) and Repetition (Doing it again and again
until it becomes a conditioned response in your
horse) are the keys to these training exercises.
Expect Success. We Do.
Monty Bruce
www.MontyBruce.com

Monty Bruce is a multitime
Reined
Cow
Horse
and Reining Futurity and
Derby champion. Monty, his
assistants, and students have
won numerous World and
Reserve championships and are
continuing to succeed in the
show pen.
The Monty Bruce Training
Center is a full service equine
facility that specializes in Reined
Cow Horse, Reining, and the
Performance Horse. The Center
strives to provide superior care
and training for all equine needs.
Visit MontyBruce.com for more
info.
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Ride Safely
by Martha Josey

possible danger. You wouldn’t drive your car at a high speed with a
chance of the steering wheel coming off. It’s the same thing if you lose
your headgear.
Check and adjust your equipment. Reins may stretch. Adjust them! If
they are too long you can’t communicate, “WHOAH!!!” If your saddle
is loose, it can roll to the side or even throw you under your horse if it
shifts. Make sure everything fits properly. If you are new to your equine
sport, ask an experienced rider you trust for help with adjustments.

Barrel racing is a way of life to many people. It is an incredible sport
that more and more horse owners are participating in each year. I want
to emphasize to you that just like in any sport, there is risk of injury
to the athlete. You love what you do, but no one wants to get hurt. You
want to make your favorite sport as risk free as possible. To properly
do this you must train yourself to think, “SAFETY FIRST”. Following are
some tips for you on how to reduce that risk of injury, keeping you
healthy, happy, and competing to be the champion you want to be.

EQUIPMENT
At Josey clinics and schools before anything is done on horses we get
all of the students together for an equipment safety check in which we
check all equipment from head to tail. Too many times we find equipment that does not fit properly, not adjusted correctly, or that needs to
be replaced because of its condition.
Check your equipment daily to see that it fits properly and is in good
shape. Old equipment gets worn, stretched, and loosened. Schedule a
regular time to clean and condition your equipment, especially leather products. Cleaning gives you a chance to look at your equipment
closely. If it’s worn with even the most remote chance it could break,
REPLACE IT RIGHT THEN! Brand new equipment must also be monitored
carefully, as it will usually stretch after using it. You may have to adjust
the piece several times, depending on the stretch of the leather.

Saddle fit. Your saddle needs to fit YOU. A trail ride in dad’s old cutting
saddle might work, but not for a competitive run. A saddle should help
you sit deep and keep you balanced in your runs. If a saddle is too
big you may slide around…and right off. We’ve had parents ask in our
Western Store, “Should I buy bigger for my younger growing athlete
to grow into?” NO! Saddles are so well made today they will last for
years in wonderful shape. People are always looking to buy a good used
saddle. By the size you need right now. If your size changes, you can
get another saddle, but if it is too big and you get thrown and injured, it
could change your life and end your riding!
The correct bit. This has to be the most common question with competition horse owners. Your bit helps you relay your command to your
horse, giving you control of your ride. The wrong bit means a loss of
communication. We are very fortunate to have R.E. Josey, Ty Mitchell,
and a couple of others at the Josey Ranch. They are some of the most
knowledgeable horsemen today when it comes to bits. If you do not
have “a real expert” with the needed knowledge to recommend what
you might try, reach out to someone who can guide you in the right
direction. Many people are ready to tell you what you need to use. Always remember…every horse is different, AND…is this person really
qualified for me to trust them with my safety. In my book, Run to Win
with Me, there is a guide to all of the bits we carry at the Josey Western
Store that I feel will help you greatly when deciding on a bit. On our
website barrelracers.com we have a bit section that tells in detail what
each bit is for. You can also call a the Josey Western Store at 903 935
5358, Monday through Saturday, 8am to 6pm and we will be glad to
help you. Remember that a bit is a large part of your communication.

YOUR COMMUNICATION WITH YOUR HORSE
Your horse typically looks for signals from you as to what he should do.
Make sure you are sending him the correct signal. Are your hands even
on the reins? Uneven hands (or uneven reins) may be telling your horse
to turn, and you not even realize it. Are your hips square in the saddle?

Buy quality products! Cheaper prices can be a caution sign of lesser
quality. This is not always the case, but examine a cheaper product
carefully; is the stitching going to last?, is the leather of good quality?,
are the metal pieces strong and well-made? By the time you replace
a piece of equipment a couple of times because of quality, you could
have saved money by spending a little more for a better made product.
Also keep in mind when you buy equipment, just because something
is expensive it does not guarantee the quality is there. Once again,
examine thoroughly!
Check your Chicago screws every time before you ride. Loose Chicago
screws are one of the most common dangerous threats to your safety
that we find at the Josey clinics. Check them, and check them often!
I would always put a drop of nail polish or glue on the screw before I
tightened it to help hold it in place. Even doing this I still checked it
before every run. If your head gear comes loose, you can imagine the
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fit”. If you won’t wear a traditional helmet, I ask you to please consider
a brand new product on the market. My staff and I are thrilled to be
currently working with Resistol Hats on a new safety hat that has just
been released: the Ride Safe hat. It is a more traditional looking Resitol
cowboy hat…with the helmet-like protection built into the hat. It even
comes with a chin strap to keep it in proper position on your head.
While shooting some videos at the ranch, we had several riders try out
the hats. Each one of them was surprised with how light the hat was
and how comfortable it was to wear while riding. We hope this “hat
with the safety features of a helmet” will be a big hit and bring so many
more in rodeo sports to wearing safety headgear. Too many lives have
been lost already due to head injuries.

Are you communicating your turns by pressure from the appropriate
leg to your horse’s side? You should spend enough time on your horse
that you know each other well, with no doubts on what you are telling
your horse to do. The slightest bit of confusion raises the risk of injury.

We love our rodeo sports with a passion. To those of us that do, right up
beside our pictures of our favorite quarterback, we have a photo of our
favorite barrel racer, roper, or bull rider. Just as that quarterback never
takes the field without his pads and helmet, please remember your
safety products before you enter the arena. Let’s make our western
rodeo sports, bigger, better, and safer our rodeo competitors.
Check your equipment, know your horsemanship, keep safety first…
and go get the money!

SAFETY EQUIPMENT FOR THE RIDER
Don’t be afraid to use safety equipment! Have you ever seen a barrel
racers knee that was cut or torn open badly because they hit a barrel
that didn’t have a barrel cover on it? It can cause scarring or knee damage that can affect you for life. Especially in barrel racing, the competitors are trying to not only run their best, but also to look their best. Your
image can mean a lot to your career, so not many people want to strap
on Storm Trooper looking shin guards over their jeans to protect their
shins and knees. There are alternatives with today’s equipment. There
are slimmer shin guards that will fit under your jeans and be practically
unnoticeable. We carry “Bang It, Dang It Barrel Racing Socks” in the
Josey Western store that are basically knee socks with padding sewn
in. You can protect your knees and shins discreetly.

Martha Josey personifies barrel racing for many
people. She was the first and only cowgirl to qualify
for the National Finals Rodeo in four consecutive
decades. She has the distinction of winning both the
AQHA and WPRA World Championships in the same
year. Her career has stretched, win-to-win, over four
decades. For more information, visit BarrelRacers.
com.

Helmets. A head injury can cost you your life. Each of us probably
knows of someone that lost their life to a head injury. I am so happy to
see more riders today wearing helmets than ever before, but still, it’s
only a few compared to the thousands of barrel racers in our country.
We’ve asked many questions over the years as to why barrel racers
won’t wear helmets. Basically it comes down to “no matter how much
bling you add, it still looks like a helmet, and doesn’t go with my out-
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Horsemanship
by Barbra Schulte
absolutely could not give that person
attention for a couple of minutes, but
they kept tapping anyway. What would
happen? Chances are we would grow
numb to the tap.
Our horses are the same. If we ask for
a leg yield from a horse and he gives
it to us, but we don’t release the pressure, pretty soon he will agrow numb
to the leg pressure.

Have you ever had someone tap you on the
arm to get your attention? Your response was
probably to turn and see what was going on.
But sometimes, we are in the middle of something and we can’t respond right away. Most
people stop tapping if we don’t respond.
But let’s pretend like they didn’t stop. They
just kept tapping. Let’s also pretend like we

Horses get numb in their mouth, or on
their sides because we don’t release
and reward them for a try or a clear
response. Maybe we were too busy
talking to someone else or thinking
about something else. Pretty soon the horse
says, “Nobody’s home here. I’ll just push
against the bit.”
Or maybe we got impatient and didn’t wait
for our horse to respond, so we released the
pressure when they were pushing against our
hands or feet. In this case we just reinforced
them for the “numb” response.

Horses are largely trained by release of pressure. That is one of their biggest rewards.

Barbra is a personal performance
coach for all riders, a cutting
horse trainer, author, speaker,
clinician and 2012 National
Cowgirl Hall of Fame Inductee.
Visit her Blog and signup to
receive her FREE monthly email
newsletter, “News From Barbra”.
Go now to BarbraSchulte.com.

Personal Performance

A question I often get is how to get rid of
nerves.
There are a number of strategies and practices for staying calm and focused. They all
have to do with replacing your nervousness
with clarity about what you really want and
positive, empowering emotions.

One of my favorite strategies is humor. Who
doesn’t love to laugh? So the next time you
start feeling like anxiety is going to pick you
up and carry you away, try one or more of the
following ideas. They are designed to be humorous … and … to replace your nerves with
positive emotions and focus.

Strategy #1: Belly Breathing
Ever feel like you’re so nervous, you’re going
to get sick to your stomach and perhaps lose
your lunch? When that awful feeling hits, try
these ideas.
First, breathe slowly and deeply all the way
down into your stomach. At the same time,
place a pretend large warm towel over your
tummy to “warm it up.”
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Why does this work? The abdomen is the physical center of your emotions. That’s why when
you become anxious, your stomach feels like
it’s tied in knots. When you breathe into your
tummy and relax it, you relax your emotions
too because the mind, the body and our emotions are inseparable. The imaginary warmth
of the towel adds even more comfort to the
area and more ease to your frazzled state of
mind and body.

Strategy #3: Carrot Noses
Have you ever worried about what other people think?

Strategy #2: Sit Down and Shut Up
Does your mind ever just keep yacking and
yacking at about 1000 miles an hour? Does it
keep going on and on about negative “what
ifs” that make you feel like balling up in the
fetal position?
Try this … pretend like those thoughts are
coming from some weirdo stranger in your
head. Mentally grab the creature by the collar, set it down right next to you and tell it to
“SHUT UP.” Talk to it! Tell it, “For goodness
sakes … ZIP IT!” Giggle and then commence
talking to yourself about what you really want
to happen. This is an effective and very funny thing to do. The ruder you can be to that
stranger … the better!

Next time, pretend like they all have big carrot
noses. I’m not saying this to be disrespectful
to anyone. I’m suggesting this idea to get you
laughing and so distract yourself from your
Nervous Nellie thoughts so you can get back
to focusing on your job.
Another idea is to pretend as if huge mud
globs are raining down from sky and falling all
around everyone. They are aghast! Again, you
are using your imagination to distract yourself
from needless worry, with humor.
These two techniques disable your worrisome
thoughts about others so you can get back to
focusing on your job at hand.
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Journey to

Road to the Horse
With Richard Winters
Interview by Angelea Kelly

“Well this year, my participation as a competitor, has not
gone unnoticed. I am the old man in the group.”
-Richard Winters.
It was still early on a bright Texas morning
the first of March and Richard Winters has
already been hard at work. He unhitched his
horse trailer and took a break to sit down to
talk with me about his upcoming bid for the
Road to the Horse colt starting championship.
This critically acclaimed horseman, author,
clinician, TV personality, and competitor is an
honest and humble representation of what
all modern day cowboys and true horsemen
should aspire to be.

Tell me about your history with
Road to the Horse?
I was a competitor at Road
to the Horse in
2009. It was
an honor to be
invited to compete
against
John Lyons and
Tommy Garland.
I was fortunate
to win that
Road to the Horse
event.
Since
that time, I’ve
been associated with the event as their Horseman’s Host and Commentator. I was there on
the floor clueing the audience in to the minute
intricacies and subtle things that they might
miss. Since I was a contestant I have been
able to share those things with the audience.
It’s been great these last few years to continue
to be involved with Road to the Horse.

So you commentated from 20102015. What did you most enjoy
about that experience?
I think the best thing about commentating is
I have the best seat in the house. I am right
there in the middle of it. I learn more than anybody else there because I’m watching 3 or 4
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Road to the Horse, Alaina Alderman
great horseman do some phenomenal things
with horses.

What is it like to prepare as a
competitor for Road to
the Horse?
Well this year, returning as a competitor, has
not gone unnoticed. I am the old man in the
group. We think of colt starting as being a
young man’s game. Clinton Anderson and Nick
Dowers are two young men who are very, very
talented. I’ll need to work smarter rather than
harder. I am trying to stay in shape physically.
I’ve been starting some colts these last few
weeks just trying to get my head back around
the colt starting process. In all reality - don’t
tell the other guys, I don’t really start that
many colts anymore. I’m gonna get in there
and just try to keep up.

It’s the day of. You’re at Road to
the Horse on the floor. What’s it
actually like being there?
I’ve heard it time and again from contestants
that with all of the fanfare, all of the prelimi-

nary things that go on, all of the grand entries
and the mini clinics that you do there, by the
time you step in for round #1 and your colt is in
the round pen, you just can’t hardly wait to get
in there and get to work. Everything else has
been the preamble. All three competitors will
just be very anxious to turn the microphone
off, get in the round pen and get to work.

I heard you have a new book
published by Western Horsemen
debuting at Road to the Horse.
What is it about?
I was this little 12-year-old kid when I first got
a subscription to Western Horsemen and never
missed a month in the last 40 years. To now
think that they are publishing a book with that
same little kid is an honor. This book is going
to be different than what other horsemen have
done in the past. It’s called From Rider to
Horseman and it’s laid out in chapters where
each one is a stand alone chapter. Say that
you’re interested in side-passing. You can go
right to that chapter, read the chapter, see the
beautiful photographs on side-passing, and
then go out to work with your horse. You can
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invest 20 minutes with the book and then go out and get to work with
your horse. I’ll be signing books at Road to the Horse.

Finally, you’re a Fly Predator fan and use Bye Bye
Odor also, no?
Yes. Absolutely. For the last several years we’ve been using the Fly
Predators and the Bye Bye Odor and those products work well on our
ranch.

What is your favorite use for
Bye Bye Odor?
My wife and I like it the best in our living quarters horse trailer. When
we’re out on the road for months at a time, I’ll use it back in the stall
area. Horses are in the trailer for hours at a time and I try to keep it
cleaned out but it still has a smell to it. I’ll spray down the back of the
trailer to get rid of it. Our little dog - although he is great – he rarely
ever makes a mistake. But when he does, out comes the Bye Bye Odor
and we’ll clean up his mess using some of that.
You can read this article in full at spalding-labs.com

Richard Winters
Horsemanship will be airing
on RFD-TV,
Wednesdays in 2016
For over 35 years Richard has dedicated himself
to honing his horsemanship skills and to passing
this knowledge on to others. Richard’s credentials
extend from the rodeo arena and high desert ranches
of the west to being a highly sought after trainer,
horsemanship clinician, and expo presenter.
Richard Winters’ horsemanship journey has earned
him Colt Starting and Horse Showing Championship
titles. Obtaining his goal of a World Championship in
the National Reined Cow Horse Association became
a reality where he is also a AA rated judge. Another
of Richard’s horsemanship goals was realized with
his Road to the Horse Colt Starting Championship
and then returning for 5 consecutive years, as the
Horseman’s Host.
International travels include Canada, Australia,
Mexico, Sweden, Scotland, Brazil, and Poland
where he earned the European International Colt
Starting Championship title. Richard is a “Masterful
Communicator” with horses and humans alike!
Richard Winters Horsemanship TV Show can be seen
on RFD-TV every Wednesday at 12:00 and 8:00 p.m.
(PST). You can also connect with Richard on Facebook
and YouTube.
Richard and his wife Cheryl reside in Reno, Nevada.
For more information about Richard Winters
Horsemanship and the learning opportunities
available please go to www.wintersranch.com.
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Kissed Inthe Mist
(Hesa Zee+/ x Artymusme)
2016 Scottsdale Reining Futurity Classic Champion Level 1
and Reserve Champion Level 4 Trained and Shown by Gary Ferguson
Built By Peppy

(Little Sorrel Peppy x Fae Zee Princess)
2016 Scottsdale Reserve Champion HA Reined Cow Horse
Trained and Shown by Lance Scheffel

EAF Peppylongstocking
(Little Sorrel Peppy x Mis Suzee)
2016 Scottsdale Top Ten HA Working Cow Horse and HA Reined Cow Horse
Trained and Shown by Lance Scheffel

List Your Products & Horses for Sale,
Stallions, Services and Events on our Website!
Eleanor Hamilton, Owner

Rod Matthiesen, Trainer

PerformanceHorseAlley.com & HorseDigests.com

Mark Coombs, Breeding Manager
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763.767.1381
1.800.328.9923 www.EleanorsArabianFarm.com Rogers, Minnesota
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Back to Jack
by Doug Lindgren

A few months ago I wrote a bit about
Jack, he’s one of my three year olds. At
the time he was having an adolescent
moment and, as I remember, I mentioned
I thought he had developed a new set
of brains. He had gone from a wellmannered two year old to a smart, sassy
three year old that started to think he was
a tough guy and didn’t need to be under
saddle or pay attention to anyone. Also,
in another article I talked about letting
my horses be free of me for a few months
and how I would become the boss when I
reappeared. In that article I stated that I
would have to build the relationship with
all of my kids once I was able to get back
to spending time with them again.

real. He’d have no reason to think he mattered to me and no reason to want to work
with me. Once he realized I had him in my
sights and was focused on HIM the lights
came back on and his head got back in
the game. I had to become committed to
him to the point that he was the most important horse in the barn. Everyday had
to be centered on doing something with
Jack and it’s paid off. He’s become the
horse I remembered as a two year old. He
was always a nice, quiet and relaxed colt
that never did anything wrong.

Well, I’ve been back to spending time
with my kids and it’s a great thing. After
working on expanding our camp here in
Arizona for a major part of the winter it
feels good to be back in the saddle.
My first priority was to spend time with
Jack and work towards getting his head
back in the game. He’d been really good
as a two year old and most of his three
year old year but last fall he had other
ideas that needed worked out. He’s spent
September through February out with his buddies just being a horse. Jack seemed to like
that a lot. It seems that the time off was just
what Jack needed.
About the first of March I was able to start off
with Jack on a good note. By going back to
the beginning and starting with the basics we
got to be partners again. I went back to the
point where I would’ve been starting my first
ride on him. I saddled him and ponied him
on a couple of rides behind Bill. After those
rides Jack was doing great, so on the third
trip out of camp I ponied him to the half way
point and then switched horses and rode Jack
home. Jack did well and seemed to remember
the good stuff he’d learned before and forgot
the bad, that’s a good thing.
I built on the relationship we’d had and continue to strengthen his confidence by putting
miles on him along with exposing him to lots
of different things. The best part is the miles
and time in the saddle. I’ve been riding him
every day for a couple of weeks there have
been some days that he’s been tired when we
got back to camp. There’s no substitute for
wet saddle blankets and tired horses if you
want to have a good one.
I lead rides out to camp nearly every day so
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the horses I ride get exposed to a lot of different situations. Some of them include a lot
of horses, riders, terrain and obstacles. The
exposure is what trains my horses. I simply
guide them through it. There is no situation
too big or small and I’m confident that no matter what horse I’m on they will handle it with
flying colors.
Jack knows now that he doesn’t have to be
tough anymore because I have his back. I’m
guiding him through his areas of concern and
won’t let him down. Last fall when he developed his new set of brains and got a bit out of
hand, he decided that he was on his own and
would get out of the situations that scared him
without me. That wasn’t part of my plan so
it’s been my job to convince him that he can
count on me.
I’m his leader and partner and partners don’t
leave their wingman in the dust, literally…
TIME TOGETHER makes for a strong bond.
Without that no partnership can last. Whether
you’re working with family, co-workers, or
horses you have to put in the time to build
the relationship you’re striving for. Along with
time you have to have confidence, patience,
desire, and commitment. Without those things
you won’t be successful.

After Jack got some time off and a new
commitment from me I got my horse
back. It’s always good to have some time
off from the grind of everyday life. Vacations are important to us so we can go
back to our jobs with a renewed energy
and a fresh view of the tasks at hand. I
believe our horses have the same view of
the world. As part of my training program
I like to start my colts as two year olds,
get a few good rides on them and then
turn them out to be horses until the next
summer. That time off is valuable. Again,
I believe the time Jack had off from his
training this winter was valuable to him
because of the way he’s responded to me the
last few weeks. It’s all been positive and I
couldn’t ask for more.
So, the moral of the story is, don’t leave your
wingman in the dust. If you do, take a vacation to get your head back in the game. Spend
countless hours in the saddle so you both get
tired and always stay focused on your partner
if you want to maintain a strong relationship.
If things do go south, always go back to the
basics when you start over.
Remember, no matter what, “It’ll Be Fine”.

Doug and Jody Lindgren own
and operate Hay Creek Ranch,
Nemo, SD and HCR-AZ,
Oracle, AZ. Both camps focus
on guests vacationing with
their own horses. Doug rides
year-around, training horses
to be great trail horses.
Visit www.haycreekranch.net
for more information about
both locations.

If I gave Jack just a few minutes here and there
he would have no reason to believe I was for
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THE MAKING OF A
HORSEMAN
by Craig Cameron

Key Word: Flexibility - susceptible to modification or adaptation;
adaptable, willing or disposed to yield
Some people have a natural way with
horses and seem to be able to communicate with them easily. If those people
use that gift correctly, they might be
successful. But for the most part, good
horsemanship can be learned. If you
are willing to put in the time and effort
that takes, then there’s a good chance
you can find success.
Your age doesn’t matter. Neither does
where you came from, nor how tall or
short you are, or how physically agile
you are. Great horsemanship starts
from the inside. It comes from the desire to be a true horseman.

I don’t want to forget, too, that sometimes I have to change from horse to
horse. What works on one isn’t necessarily good for another one. A bit that
works on one horse might not get the
same response on another horse I’m
riding.
That’s one of the things that keep it exciting for me to get out there and work
with horses. I have to keep thinking,
use my skills, and hone those skills every day.

Most people who come to my clinics
want to learn more, and want to get betGetting instruction as you ride is a great way to learn, and
Good horsemanship stems from good
ter than they are now. I can’t help but
sometimes another horse and rider can help you position
communication. How well can you get
admire that. A few come to clinics with
your horse to learn a new skill. Learning can be accelerated
the horse to understand what you want?
egotistical ways, and some even seem to
when you have help from a teacher. Here, I’m helping a rider
How well can you get the horse to unwant to show me how much they know.
improve her horse’s side-pass.
derstand what you don’t want? You don’t
That type of person isn’t willing to learn
have to do things exactly the way I do
or change, and that is the hardest person
to be willing to stop, analyze and evaluate
them, or use exactly the same equipment that what works on each horse, no matter where to help.
I do, to get the result you want. And the result you are in his training. It might be the very
is what is important—a horse with a willing beginning, when you are just teaching him to However, the horse isn’t interested in your
and want-to attitude.
carry a saddle. It might be while you are work- pride or ego. All he’s interested in is how you
ing on a finished horse. Things change from treat him and what you have to offer him. You
It takes time to make a great horse. You cannot day to day, from minute to minute. Every mo- must be willing to change in order to grow and
mass-produce such horses. You have to start ment, you must be willing to look for the best improve yourself, and improve your relationat the beginning, and also remember that ev- way to accomplish your goal with that particu- ship with your horse. Don’t change for me. Do
ery day is a new beginning. You must be will- lar horse.
it for yourself and for your horse.
ing to work on yourself. You have to be willing to live the life of a horseman, even if you Open-mindedness keeps us willing to adapt
have another job during the day. You can think to fit any horse’s situation and circumstance.
about becoming a horseman, visualize doing We can never get to that point of thinking we
A Native Texan Craig Cameron,
that, read about horsemanship, and watch know it all and not listen to advice that might
one of the original clinicians,
videos. But you also have to get out there in help us. One piece of wisdom from another
is on the road more than 44
the dirt and be willing to work and learn from horseman, or one thing we learn while workweeks a year covering 80,000
your mistakes, because you are going to make ing with our own horses, could make the difmiles demonstrating the style of
them, and that’s okay. That’s how you learn. ference between success and failure.
horsemanship he has perfected
You’re going to have to sweat a little to acin the last 23 years. Called the
complish your goals.
“public defender of the horse,”
Willing to Learn and Change
Craig dedicates himself to those
I have found that there are five keys to becom- One thing I know for certain is that I can nevwho educate their horses by
ing a true horseman: an open mind, willingness er know it all! Consequently, I never want to
first educating themselves. At
to learn and change, patience, slow hands, and lose my willingness to learn, to change and
an age where most have long
the ability to read the horse. If you start with to grow with my horses. I have to laugh when
since retired the thought of
an open mind, the rest falls into place.
starting colts, Craig Cameron
people say to me, “You’re not doing things like
known as “The Cowboy’s
I saw you do them 10 years ago.” Well, I hope
An Open Mind
Clinician,” starts hundreds of
not! I hope that I’m changing, because then
horses each year. Learn more
I’m growing. If I can’t change, I can’t grow. If I
Having an open mind is necessary in life, but can’t grow, I can’t be my best. If I can’t be my
about Craig Cameron at www.
especially in horsemanship. One reason is that best, then what else is there? So I am always
CraigCameron.com
every horse is different. What works on one willing to change and always looking for a betdoesn’t necessarily work on another. You have ter way to accomplish my goals.
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PLAN NOW TO ATTEND, CONSIGN AND BUY AT THE . . .

SPRING CATALOG
AUCTIONS

Appaloosa, Paint & Quarter
Horse Sale
May 28, 2016 ~

•Nationally Advertised

10:00 a.m.

•Top Sales Personnel

•Paid Day of Sale

For consignment blanks and catalogs, write:

TWIN CITIES HORSE SALES
30477 Oxford Mill Road • Cannon Falls, MN 55009

Jim Simon and Ryon Simon, Owner/Managers

Office (507) 263-4200
FAX (507) 263-4202
Website: www.simonhorsecompany.com
Sale Located Two Miles North of Cannon Falls, Minnesota on Highway 52
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Worked Then. Works Now.
For over 100 years!

Design: Silver Buckle Services (c) 2015 Horse Grooming Solutions, LLC
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The Brands You Know & Love

Always at Your Favorite Tack & Feed Store
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WHAT DO ALL THESE GREAT HORSES HAVE IN COMMON?
All Loved, Mothered, and Raised by Outback Reproduction & Embryo Transfer Center Recipient mares.
We own and manage the largest quality recipient herd in the Northwest, we understand there are
no genetics passed on from the recipient mares, but there is learned behavior.
We take pride in the mares we send to our clients, to raise their future Champions.

SMART LUCK

VERY BLACK MAGIC

MAGICALITY

AMR JUMPIN DRY FIRE

& Todd Bergen

& Annie Reynolds

KATY PLAY N WITHFIRE

& Anneke Dobbe

STARLIGHT KISSES & JAKE TELFORD

2015 NRCHA Snaffle Bit Futurity Champion
owned by Holy Cow Performance Horses

REGAL STONE

wned by Giltner, llc

& Annie Reynolds

& Kelsie Miller

CHERRY VODKA

owned by Giltner, llc

NASHOTA

owned by Giltner, llc

SPECIALIZING IN EMBRYO TRANSFERS
On-Site Transfers and Receiving Station for Shipped Embryos
WWW.PERFORMANCEHORSEDIGEST.COM 33
208.454.5557 | WWW.OUTBACKREPRODUCTION.COM | 15281 MINK RD. | CALDWELL, ID 83607
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Unlocking TMJ Tension
with Equine Bodywork
By Jim Masterson
The temporo-mandibular joint (TMJ) is the junction of the upper and lower jaw. As such, the
joint balances on the teeth. The TMJ is a critically important joint where emotional as well
as physical tension easily accumulates. For this
reason, keeping the horse’s teeth in balance is
an important part of general horse care. Tension
and discomfort in the TMJ transfers quickly to the
poll but can directly cause contact or eating difficulties.
The temporal mandibular joint issues will cause
tension in the poll, and vice-versa. Conversely,
pain or restriction in the poll will affect other
parts of the body. Issues in your horse’s body
have a way of reflecting in his poll and atlas.
Therefore, tension and pain he might have from a
sore back or compensation for pain in his feet, is
generally going to collect there.
And when the poll tightens up, pain radiates into
the TMJ and jaw. It’s very common for me to find
horses with excessive pain and tension in the poll
due to sore front feet, who have corresponding
pain and restriction in the TMJ, but who have had
regular dental work done with no serious dental
issues.
Dental issues should be ruled out as the teeth
themselves can be directly responsible for TMJ
pain or restriction. Any horse, especially one
that competes or performs for a living should be
checked annually by a veterinarian or a trained
equine dental technician. Even after a dental
problem is corrected, it is a good idea to release
the TMJ of any residual restriction.
Other causes of poll pain that can radiate to the
TMJ are rider-related. Over-collection directly
affects the poll and the TMJ through the use of
the bit. Problems can also develop from using
or overusing a bit that isn’t suited to a particular

horse’s mouth, especially if dental issues already
exist.
By releasing tension in the poll and atlas, you
will relieve tension in the TMJ. The following
techniques will effectively and safely loosen the
TMJ, as well as keep healthy movement in the
jaw. These exercises are designed to help release some of the pain and tension, but are by
no means a substitute for finding and eliminating the cause of your horse’s TMJ discomfort, he
stresses.

Masterson Method for TMJ #1

Place a thumb or fingers inside and on the roof—
or palate—of your horse’s mouth, and hold it
(them) gently there. This will cause your horse to
lick, extend his tongue, and move his jaw from
side to side. Your horse will probably try to move
his head around and get away at first, so keep
one hand on his halter. This is not to keep your
horse from pulling away, but to enable you to go
with him as he moves his head around. As your
horse gets used to it, he will even start to enjoy it,
especially as he begins to release tension in the
TMJ from the movement.
Masterson Method for TMJ #2
Place one or two fingertips very lightly right on
the joint of the TMJ. This is using what I call ‘air
gap’ pressure, which is allowing a slight gap of
air between you and your horses hair. This will
bring your horse’s attention to that area.
Keep your fingers very lightly there, barely touching the hair. Once your horse has relaxed, watch
his eyes as you slowly move your fingers around
an area about the size of a nickel. SEARCH for a
blink in your horse’s eye. When you get a blink,
that is the RESPONSE we are looking for, stay
(STAY, STAY, STAY) on that spot , throw away the
clock, still barely touching the hair, and wait.
You may have to wait only five seconds, or you
may have to wait 30 seconds, before your horse
gives you a RELEASE that he is releasing tension.
This sign will most often be licking and chewing,
or sometimes repeated yawning and shaking of
the head. After the release, you can search other
places for a blink and continue. We call this process: SEARCH, RESPONSE, STAY, RELEASE. If you
have time, you can do this on any point on the
horse allowing the horse to guide your work.
If your horse has pain in this area, he might not
want you to do this. This can be a sign that he
needs to release tension there, so stick with it.
These TMJ release techniques also serve as a
good way to check for pain or restriction. If your
horse responds with visual release responses,
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such as yawning and shaking the head, then he
probably had some pain or restriction there. The
good part about this is that you’re already helping
him to release it.

Jim Masterson, equine bodywork therapist for the 2006,
2008, 2010, 2012 and 2014
USEF Endurance Teams and
for thousands of equine athletes competing at the top
level horseshows and in FEI
World Cup, Pan American
and World Equestrian Games
competitions, teaches a unique
method of equine bodywork to
horse owners and therapists in
which the practitioner learns
to read and use the responses
of the horse to touch to release
tension in key junctions of the
body that most affect performance. This is an effective and
rewarding method of bodywork that anyone can learn to
use to improve performance,
and open new levels of communication and trust with the
horse. He is the author of the
book and DVD Beyond Horse
Massage and the DVD Equine
Massage For Performance
Horses. Go to www.mastersonmethod.com for more information.
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Hot
Chex
Sire: Nu Chex to Cash

All-time leading reining point earner in AQHA History!

Dam: Ima Last Peppy
Mr. San Peppy, Mr. Sugar Boy, Doc Bar, Rey Jay
and Big Step on her papers.

622 AQHA Pts.
earned in tie-down roping,
heeling, cowhorse and reining
AQHA PERFORMANCE CHAMPION

Stud Fees: Private Treaty
Shipped Semen Available
Discount to Proven Mares

ALSO STANDING:
Linda Wright :: Jennifer Wenslay • DeSoto, Iowa 50069

Ph: 515-834-2340

Email: cheyenneknox@aol.com

www.OverlookFarmQuarterHorses.com
OLF GUNSLINGER KID

NU FELONY CHEX

Ad Design © www.DiamondDGraphics.com
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The 10 Qualities of
a Horseman
By Pat Parelli

Second-hand gold is as good as
new, so my goal is to share my
experience and help people accelerate their horsemanship journey. I have found there are ten
basic ingredients that can help
humans of any age to do this.
The first four ingredients are primary for both the horse and the
human—the togetherness qualities—while the final six are more
from the human’s perspective—
the leadership qualities.

and natural, and people who focus
on bringing all three together really
make great leaders for their horses. I see people who are kind to
their horses, but they’re not going
anywhere, and most horses are not
happy doing the same things over
and over again. Other people are
very mechanical and use whatever
bits and gadgets it takes. And there
are people who are progressive
and natural, but not really positive.

This is my challenge to you: Don’t
just learn these ten as ingredients. Master them and make
them your second-nature qualities. What if I had learned about
these when I was 14 years old?
What if you can learn them now
and dream bigger and sooner
than I did?

Horses have to go by feel in order
to understand us, especially when
we’re riding. So the feel we give
them, whether we’re fluid or stiff,
is how they are going to respond.
But what gives you feel? In any
sport or endeavor, there is usually
something you need to focus on to
become more natural. People who
are training to jump hurdles are
taught to look at a spot on the horizon, not the hurdle, and feel going
over the hurdles. For us, it’s being
positive, progressive and natural
that will give you feel.

6—Feel

1—Heart and Desire

Watch a mare and foal together
and you’ll see the strongest example of heart and desire. That’s
how strong the bond could be
and should be between horse
and human. But people can have
too many goals and put their
heart and desire into winning or
performing rather than with the
horse. It’s okay to have a strong
desire for competition as long as
it doesn’t get ahead of the relationship with the horse.

7—Timing

Timing is really important because
horses are very rhythmic animals.
You feel for the timing through your
attitude and focus, and if you make
even a suggestion at the right time,
everything becomes easy. For example, when we ask a horse to
turn but we use our legs too soon,
we’ve pushed the horse like a caterpillar, and the front and middle
haven’t started that way yet.

2—Respect

We have to teach the horse to
respect us. Respect from the
horse is measured by appropriate response and quality and length of attention
span. As humans, we ultimately need to respect
the pure nature inside of the horse. Respect from
both, in the end, is mental collection.

3—Impulsion

I think of impulsion foremost as emotional collection. The goal is to get the horse to want to
synchronize with your energy and emotion. We
need to have absolute control over our emotions
so that we are calm, cool and collected for the
horse even when things get going fast, or when
we want things to go fast.
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8—Balance

4—Flexion

For me, flexion is the shaping of the whole horse
mentally and physically, and learning to be very
fluid and flexible in our own bodies so horses
match and mirror us. Every movement we ask
of the horse has a certain dynamic shape the
horse’s body should be in to optimize its performance, from walking to piaffe.

From birth, a horse learns to do everything in
balance. The thought of movement starts in the
horse’s mind. He shapes his body, gets his weight
right and then moves his feet. For us, the only
way for balance to be second nature is to have
focus, feel and timing. When we’re on a horse we
should not have any negative effect on its movement.

5—Attitude and Focus—Positive,
Progressive and Natural

9—Savvy

Your attitude needs to be positive, progressive

When you combine these ingredients and start
getting repeatable results, that’s Savvy. Savvy
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is second nature to me now, but I rode horses
thousands of hours and still didn’t have any real
Savvy. But we often have to have that kind of experience to get real Savvy, and once you have it,
it feels dysfunctional if you do something without
it, like driving a car with a loose wheel.

10—Experience

If your heart and desire are to get to a certain
savvy level, and you start putting huge effort into
real mastery, this is the point where it becomes
addictive. That’s when it’s way beyond a physical thing—way more than riding. Your experience
after you get to a certain level will reveal productive results ten times faster than all the hours you
put in before that, making hoof prints in the sand
and wearing out riding pants and saddles.
Master these qualities, learn to apply them in
your relationship and you’ll see a big difference
in what you can achieve.

Pat
Parelli,
coiner
of the term “natural
horsemanship”,
founded
his program based on a
foundation of love, language
and leadership. Parelli
Natural
Horsemanship
allows horse owners at
all levels of experience
to achieve success with
their at-home educational
program. Together with his
wife Linda, Pat has spread
PNH across the globe with
campuses in the United
States, United Kingdom and
Australia. Newly launched
in 2011, parelliconnect.
com provides an online
social forum packed with
training tools, step-bystep to do lists, video and
more. Log on today for your
FREE 30-day trial at www.
parelliconnect.com.

List Your Products & Horses for Sale, Stallions, Services and Events on our Website!

PerformanceHorseAlley.com & HorseDigests.com
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Exercise No. 2:

Shoulder
Control
By Les Vogt

first. If he’s pulling on your inside rein as you do
any of these exercises, go back and work on his
lateral flexion again. If he isn’t soft and relaxed
in the poll, your training won’t be nearly as effective, and your horse will only be learning how
to brace against you. So make sure your lateral
work is really perfected before you progress to
these exercises.
Exercise No. 2 shows you how to control the
shoulders with the Five Easy Pieces. Once you
have mastered this, you should be able to move
your horse’s shoulders any time you want. Although there is no maneuver that is initiated with
the shoulders (that is that the shoulders lead into
the maneuver), there are a lot of them where it is
critical to keep the shoulders up and out of the
way–and if you don’t have shoulder control, you
won’t be able to do that.

Simple Steps With The Shoulder

In the next few issues, Les Vogt takes you
through exercises of his Five Easy Pieces. When
you’ve mastered them, you should be able to put
any part of your horse’s body where you want it,
without resistance. This time, we introduce Exercise No. 2: Shoulder Control.
Up until this point, we’ve primarily focused on
influencing the horse’s head and neck through
lateral and vertical flexion. In this lesson, you’re
going to move back a zone and learn to control
the shoulders. Once you can do that, it opens the
door for many of the maneuvers that you’ll be
working on in the future.

Shoulder Exercises
There are two specific exercises in this section.
You will be best served by working on the simple
diagonal movement until you can do it easily and
smoothly on a fairly loose rein, before you move
on to the more complicated reverse arc. Whenever you do any shoulder work, however, make
sure the horse is giving his nose to you softly
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In our first exercise, you are going to start with
your small circle (just like you did previously in
your lateral flexions) and then move his shoulder
in the opposite direction of your circle. So from
your circle, you’ll pick up your inside rein, and
this time you’ll move that hand up and across the
horse’s neck and withers until his shoulder starts
moving that way, too. Remember to keep some
life in your hand as you do this. It also is critical
that you maintain that initial bend as you start
to move the shoulders in the opposite direction.
You’ll probably need to bump a little with your
inside leg, up in the front-shoulder position to get
your horse moving over, and your outside hand
will be away from the horse but ready to help if
his nose starts coming up.
Keep in mind that while you’re doing this, you’ll
want to keep the horse’s neck perfectly still with
no resistance. If the head starts to rise, or the
neck stiffens up as you are attempting this exercise: abort! Get the neck soft again before you
do anything else. If you have to, go back to your
lateral and vertical flexion exercises to get your
horse’s neck really soft and supple again before
you come back to the shoulders. As soon as the
horse shakes loose and takes one diagonal step,
relax your cues, reward him and give him a few
steps in a straight line to soak it in before you
pick up your rein and go to move the shoulders

again. Always do a few repetitions in the first direction before you attempt to go the other way.
That way the horse has a pretty good idea of
what you’re looking for before he attempts the
other direction.

Exercise No. 2: Shoulder Control
So let’s go through the sequence of Exercise No.
2, moving the shoulder to the right.
1. Start with a soft bend to the left on light contact.
2. Now without losing that contact, bring your
left hand up, keeping some life in it, and move it
across the horse’s neck to the right.
3. At the same time, move the right hand away
from the horse’s neck. You’ll only need it if your
horse starts to lift or stiffen his neck.
4. As you move toward the horse’s neck with your
left hand, you’ll want to start bumping him with
your left boot top to encourage the shoulders to
move over.
5. If the horse doesn’t start to move over right
away, get a little more assertive with your cues
until he does. It’s a good idea to do the exercise
with me in the video until it becomes really natural. That way there won’t be so much to try to
think about when you’re on the horse.
6. As soon as you feel him take one diagonal step,
release your cues and reward him.
Until next time when we will go through a couple
more shoulder exercises.

Les Vogt is a 15X World
Champion in reining and
reined cowhorse events.
Les’s products include the
Cowhorse U training programs, bits and spurs developed to help riders and
horses at all levels of training. All are designed to improve you and your horse’s
performance.
Visit www.LesVogt.com
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Ask The Vet
Answers by Amy Poulin-Braim, VMD, DACVS-LA,
Neshanic Station, NJ, AAEP member.

Joint Injections and Soft Tissue
Injury Treatments
Question: I believe that there is a pro and

con for everything. With injections, the pros
are obvious but what are the cons with injections without any complications?

Answer: Thank you for your question about

the pros/cons of joint injections! You are right,
there are always two sides to one stone and
joint injections can be very valuable in certain
circumstances.
Lameness is the #1 performance limiting factor that we face as owners, riders and veterinarians. Ideally, lameness should be localized
by your veterinarian after performing a complete lameness evaluation. Once the lame
limb is identified by watching your horse go at
the walk and trot on a straight line and circle,
along with completion of flexion examination
and hoof tester evaluation, diagnostic anaglesia (“Nerve Blocks”) should be performed to
localize the region that is causing the source
of pain that is creating the lameness.
Once the area of lameness is identified, other
diagnostics may be indicated that may include: Radiographs, Ultrasound, MRI and/or
CT scan and Nuclear Scintigraphy. Lameness
can be caused by a multitude of factors, not
limited to: Bone bruising, arthritis, soft tissue
injury, trauma causing noninfectious synovitis
(inflammation of the lining of the joint capsule,
causing increased production of fluid).
Joint injections can be performed with multiple products depending on the situation, site
and need (ex: corticosteroids +/- hyaluronic
acid, platelet rich plasma, IRAP, legend, adequan) help to relieve inflammation, provide
pain relief as well as help the joint capsule
lining start to produce more normal joint fluid
to lubricate the joint gliding surface.
Joint injections should be used to treat a
known, diagnosed issue within the joint. They
should be performed judiciously and only
when needed (ie: not for ‘routine maintenance’
like an oil change for your car). Inflamed joints
respond differently to corticosteroids as com-
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pared to normal or non-inflamed joints. When
normal joints are injected with corticosteroids, there is a risk of increased cartilage
damage within the joint. So while you may
think you are doing something to help your
horse, long term, you may in fact be speeding up internal damage to the joint and therefore, speeding up the progression of arthritis
within the joint.
Any time a needle is inserted into a joint, after thorough aseptic preparation of the area,
there is always a slight (albeit low) risk of
possible joint flair (acute onset of lameness
that is caused by an inflammatory response)
or infection (acute onset of lameness that is
caused by infectious process), even with the
absolute perfect preparation and post injection site care.
Bottom line is to always involve your veterinarian in the evaluation and decision making
process when it comes to joint injections. After evaluating your horse, they will complete
a risk assessment to determine if joint injections my help or hinder your horse.

Question: How real is the chance injections
cause infection?

Answer: You ask a very important question
regarding joint injections. Current literature
suggests that the incidence of infection post
joint injection is extremely low as long as the
appropriate precautions are taken prior to injection.

Your veterinarian likely has a very strict protocol for joint injections to do as much as possible to mitigate this risk. This may include:
injecting your horse in a clean, quiet environment with the barn doors closed to reduce air
turbulence and possible dirt contamination of
the injection site. Aseptic preparation of the
injection site with a surgical scrub and alcohol
wipe down. Use of sterile gloves, needles and
syringes with a new bottle of medication and
antibiotic used in the joint. Applying a sterile
wrap over the site post injection. Reduced ex-

ercise and bathing/hosing for a few days post
injection and a gradual reintroduction to exercise under saddle.
If joint infection were to occur, generally
speaking it is most common to see clinical
signs of non-weight bearing lameness, heat,
pain and swelling associated with the joint
within 3-5 days post injection. However, it has
been seen as far out at 14 days.
Joint injections certainly have their place in
helping our horse’s comfort level when an appropriate and complete lameness examination has been performed and other diagnostics (nerve blocks, radiographs, ultrasound,
nuclear scintigraphy, MRI, CT etc.) are used
to determine the specific site of pain causing
the lameness. Injections should be used when
needed, and not prophylactically as ‘routine
maintenance’, as this could be detrimental to
the joint cartilage if injected without a need
into a normal joint.
Anytime a needle enters into a synovial space,
there is always that slight risk of flare (inflam-
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mation without infection) or infection. So the fewer times the synovial
space is entered with a needle, the less chance there is of that occurrence.

Question: Why do some horses experience laminitis after joint injections?

Answer: Thank you for your question regarding joint injections. To
date, there have been no definitive published research studies establishing a connection or cause and effect between joint injections and
laminitis in the veterinary literature.

That being said, there may be certain horses that veterinarians may
be more wary of injecting corticosteroids. Those would include horses
with a previous history of laminitis and those horses that are obese
and/or have been diagnosed with insulin resistance or Equine Metabolic Syndrome. Corticosteroids are potent anti-inflammatory and analgesic (pain relieving) drugs and may affect certain metabolic pathways
depending on type of steroid and dose used.
While joint injections are very helpful to those horses where the lameness has been localized to a certain area and there is concurrent intra-articular arthritis or synovitis (inflammation of the joint capsule),
it is not an innocuous procedure and could be detrimental to a normal
healthy joint with no indication of inflammation. There is always a risk,
albeit low, of joint flare or infection post injection even when all appropriate steps to aseptic preparation and post injection care are instituted. Therefore, joint injections should be carefully considered and
risk analysis performed by your veterinarian. Generally speaking, the
universal rule of thumb is that the lowest level/dose of corticosteroid
should be injected that will elicit a response regardless of horse age,
breed, use or history.

could also be considered if joint injections are considered to be necessary. That could included: platelet rich plasma, IRAP, mesenchymal
stem cells, Legend or Adequan. It is always best to have your veterinarian evaluate your horse for lameness and identify the source of lameness with appropriate diagnostic tests prior to just simply injecting a
joint based on a hunch. Your veterinarian will take into consideration
the age, breed, use and prior history coming up with a plan for an appropriate injection protocol. They can explain to you the pros and cons
of each option.

About AAEP:
The American Association of Equine
Practitioners, headquartered in Lexington,
Ky., was founded in 1954 as a non-profit
organization dedicated to the health and
welfare of the horse. Currently, AAEP reaches
more than 5 million horse owners through
its over 9,000 members worldwide and is
actively involved in ethics issues, practice
management, research and continuing
education in the equine veterinary profession
and horse industry.

If your horse is considered to be in the possible higher risk categories described above, alternatives to corticosteroids for joint injections
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An Exercise in Softness:
Flexing at the Standstill
by Clinton Anderson

Photos courtesy of Darrell Dodds

Goal:

To be able to slide your hand down one rein and with the lightest
amount of pressure ask the horse to bend his head and neck around to
the side and have his nose touch your boot, jeans, stirrup or the fender
of the saddle. The horse should be so soft and supple that you can get
him to bend and soften by only sliding your thumb and index finger
down the rein.

Why:

3) When the horse’s
feet stop moving
and he softens to
the rein pressure,
immediately
drop
the rein out of your
hand and let his
head straighten out.

Horses don’t have hard mouths they have hard, stiff bodies. The softer
you can get your horse through his five body parts (head and neck,
poll, shoulders, ribcage and hindquarters) the softer he will feel in your
hands, and the more responsive he will be overall. I work on getting the
horse soft and supple through his head and neck by teaching him to
flex from side to side. If you don’t get a horse soft and supple laterally,
when you pick up on the reins he’s going to lean against the pressure
and fight you. Lateral flexion is the key to vertical flexion, meaning that
the softer the horse is from side to side, the easier it will be to get him
to tuck his nose in vertically and collect.

The horse’s nose
should actually touch
your boot, jeans, stirrup or fender. As
soon as it does, instantly reward him by dropping the rein. If his nose touches but his feet
are moving, it doesn’t count. He has to soften AND keep his feet still.
Horses learn from the release of pressure, not the pressure itself, so be
conscious of your timing.

Teaching Stage:

4) Flex the horse’s head and neck from one side to the other.

1) At the standstill, hold the middle of the reins in one hand. Then
slide your free hand halfway down the rein and pull it up to your hip.
Follow the seam
of your jeans up to
your hip and hold it

Pick up with steady pressure and wait for the horse to stand still and
soften. As soon as he creates a little bit of slack in the reins, immediately release the pressure to reward him.
5) Eventually, you should be able to pick up on the rein with two
fingers and have the horse immediately soften and touch his nose
to your boot, jeans, stirrup or the fender of the saddle.

Tip: Use a Snaffle Bit

there until the horse
keeps his feet still
and softens. In order
to slide your hand
down the rein without having to lean
over and unbalance
yourself, bring the
rein up to you. Hold
the middle of the
rein, and then lift it
up before sliding your opposite hand down the rein. As you go to flex
the horse’s head, bring the hand holding the middle of the reins back
down to the horse’s mane.
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For the majority of training that I do with my horses, I use
a snaffle bit. Snaffle bits are meant to encourage lateral
flexion as opposed to shank bits that encourage vertical
flexion. I start all horses in snaffle bits because lateral
flexion is the key to vertical flexion. In other words, the
softer you can get your horse from side to side, the softer
he’ll be vertically. In fact, even when I do switch my performance horses to shank bits, I still ride them two or
three times each week in a snaffle bit to work on suppling exercises. You can get a horse a lot softer through
his entire body using a snaffle as opposed to a shank bit.
My theory is if a horse is light and responsive in a snaffle,
he’ll be even better in a shank bit.

Author note: Clinton Anderson is a clinician, horse
trainer and competitor. He’s dedicated his life to
helping others realize their horsemanship dreams.
Learn more about the Downunder Horsemanship
Method at www.downunderhorsemanship.com.
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Building a Partnership with Your Horse:

WESTERN DRESSAGE
OFFERS BENEFITS FOR
SHOW HORSES OF ALL
BREEDS
by Lynn Palm

Western Dressage can benefit any Western
horse, no matter what discipline you ride.
Riders who compete in breed shows will
find that adding Western Dressage to their
repertoire improves their horse’s performance
in those other disciplines.
Let’s say you’ve been showing in Western
pleasure or trail classes. Introductory Level
dressage skills are for horses and riders that
are proficient in the walk and trot. You would
then progress to Basic Level, which is walk,
trot, and canter. The skills learned in the four
tests should allow a horse to be confident and
controlled at a working gait. This is great for
pleasure classes and the basic flat work for
trail.
First and Second Level would work toward
developing your horse for collection with
lateral training, harder transitions and
lengthening of the gaits. These levels are
great basics for reining and Western riding.
Level Three is the highest level to date, as of
2014. This level would be the finishing touch
to training in all of the Western disciplines I
have mentioned. Plus, it is a great foundation
for horses competing in disciplines with
cattle such as, cutting, working cow horse,
and roping.
As a professional trainer for 44 years, and
growing up in the dressage saddle, I’ve found
the Western Dressage discipline is for any
breed of horse and any riding discipline. I have
used dressage principles with all my training
for a variety of horses. It is a beautiful and
successful progression for both horse and
rider to learn. It is also a perfect progression

for taking the time to develop your horse to be
strong enough to perform and collect.
The best part about using Western Dressage
levels and tests is that it gives you a lesson
plan of figures and transitions for your horse.
It also gives you a training progression so you
can work on easier things with your horse
when you have trouble with something more
advanced. Lastly, it gives you the incentive to
advance when you are doing the requirements
in the tests very well.
I find one of the best things about competing
in dressage is knowing in advance what
time you are competing. This is helpful in
that you can plan your warm up at home
and time it for the day of the show. Once
you have finished the test, you will get the
test back from the judge with scores and
comments of every component of the test.
I also love the “collective marks.” These
collective marks are a score for the overall
performance of horse and rider. I always look
at the rider scores first. The test then gives
you something to work on at home before the
next show. Most all judges are very kind and
love to help or give tips to help horses and
riders improve.
No doubt you will find Western Dressage at
your breed shows in the future as it is the
newest and best Western discipline. I love
that it not only promotes good horsemanship
in the rider, but also encourages riders to take
their time developing in their performance
horse so that he happily competes as your
partner.

and knowledge with you and would love to
have you come ride with us. You can join us
at our farm in Ocala, Florida, or at one of our
Ride Well Clinics on our USA Tour at a location
near you.
If you would like to train with Lynn & Cyril at
home with Western Dressage, take advantage
of the following supportive training materials:
Books:
Head To Toe Horsemanship
Western Dressage - A Guide To Take You
To Your First Show
A Rider Guide To Real Collection
DVDs:
“Dressage Principles for the Western Horse &
Rider” Volume 1, Parts 1-5
“Dressage Principles for The Western &
English Horse & Rider” Volume 2, Parts 1-3
“Let Your Horse Be Your Teacher” Parts 1 & 2
For more information on these
training materials and more, as
well as clinics, please visit www.
lynnpalm.com or call us at 800503-2824.

We love to share our dressage backgrounds

Convert your Toy Hauling RV into a horse stall!
Toy Haulers oﬀer spacious living, a bathroom,
king-size bed in a private bedroom that you can
stand up in, and a complete kitchen equipped with
a sink, stove and a full-size refrigerator/freezer!

The Stable Boy® modular kit allows an aﬀordable
“home away from home” for you AND your horses!

VERSATILITY
redefined

Find out more at:

StableBoyKit.com
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Reduce Risk of
Infection When Traveling
by Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D.

For many horses, this is the season for traveling to horse shows and
events. Considering periodic outbreaks of equine herpes virus (EHV-1)
and other infectious diseases, it is critical that your horse be in top
physical health before embarking to an unfamiliar area. The foundation
of that health is a strong immune system. Added antioxidants and supportive nutrients can have a positive impact on your horse’s ability to
resist an infection.
Boost supplementation of the following nutrients per day for at least
two weeks before you leave and throughout the travels or event; wean
your horse off of them for two weeks following your return:
• Vitamins E and C: 5 IUs of vitamin E and 5 mg of vitamin C per pound
(0.45 kg) of body weight
• Selenium: 3 to 5 mg of selenium
• Vitamin A: 30 to 60 IUs per pound (.45 kg) of body weight
• Omega 3 fatty acids: 1/4 cup chia seeds or ½ cup ground flaxseeds
per 400 lbs (180 kg) of body weight
• Protein: 14-16% of the diet, and of high quality protein by feeding a
variety of protein sources
• Magnesium: 5,000 mg of magnesium per 500 lbs (227 kg) of body
weight
• B vitamins: Provide a potent B complex preparation.
Be sure to check how much of these nutrients your horse may already
be getting from commercial feeds and supplements, and calculate to
add only enough to boost quantities as noted above.
Remember that stress suppresses immune function. An empty stomach
is incredibly stressful -- both mentally uncomfortable and physically
painful. Protect your horse by allowing him to graze on hay (and pasture, if available) at all times, throughout the day and night. And never
let him perform without some forage in his digestive tract.
Attention to increased nutritional needs will go a long way toward
keeping your horse healthy during the time away from his familiar surroundings and routine.
Add a Serving of Caution to the Tender Spring Grass
Spring is almost upon us in most of the country, so it’s time to revisit
that critical topic: spring grazing.
Transitioning a horse from hay to pasture must be handled with care;
this point is non-negotiable. For every horse, a gradual change from
hay to grass is required to allow the digestive system to adapt, but for
the insulin-resistant horse, grazing time and duration can make the
difference between soundness and a disabling condition like laminitis.
This time of year can be a test of patience for horse—and owner. The
horse may be pawing at the gate to get to the first taste of tender spring
grass, yet the owner must pay close attention to making the transition
safe and healthful.
As the leaves form from the first spring sprouts, the overall sugar and
starch content increases, making it especially tempting. Regardless of
the growth stage, quantities should be monitored because horses crave
fresh grass and will eat volumes of it, making their overall NSC consumption really high dangerously high for horses who are overweight,
cushingoid, or who have experienced insulin-related laminitis.

• When the night temperature is below 40 degrees F, the grass is too
high in NSC.
• Once it gets above 40 degrees F at night, the lowest NSC level is
before the sun rises.
• The NSC level is highest in late afternoon, after a sunny day.
There is no exact “best time” to turn out your horses on pasture. Generally speaking in moderate climates, it’s safest before dawn, until approximately 10:00 am, and then again at night, starting at around 11:00
pm. Start slowly, offering hay when horses are not on fresh grass.
Finally, test your pasture! Yes, testing is not only for hay. It will take the
guesswork out of knowing which times are best.

Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D. is an independent equine
nutritionist with a wide U.S. and international
following. Her research-based approach optimizes
equine health by aligning physiology and instincts with
correct feeding and nutrition practices.
Dr. Getty’s comprehensive resource book, Feed
Your Horse Like a Horse, is available atwww.
GettyEquineNutrition.com -- buy it there and have
it inscribed by the author, or get it at Amazon (www.
Amazon.com) or other online retail bookstores. The
seven separate volumes in Dr. Getty’s topic-centered
Spotlight on Equine Nutrition series are available with
special package pricing at her website, and also at
Amazon in print and Kindle versions. Dr. Getty’s books
make ideal gifts for equestrians.
Find a world of useful information for the horseperson
at www.GettyEquineNutrition.com: Sign up for Dr.
Getty’s informative, free e-newsletter, Forage for
Thought; browse her library of reference articles;
search her nutrition forum; and purchase recordings of
her educational teleseminars. Reach Dr. Getty directly
atgettyequinenutrition@gmail.com. She is available for
private consultations and speaking engagements.

Temperature and sunlight play a major role in the amount of NSC accumulation. To be safe, here are the rules:
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Spring Spectacular Catalog Horse Sale
May 21, 2016
Ranch Horse Competition * Friday May 20th 6 p.m.
(Catalog Horses Only)
Roping & Performance Preview * Friday at 12 noon
Saturday 7:00 to 9:30 a.m.
Sale Starts At 10 a.m. Saturday

Selling 300 Horses Only!
Early Consignments
*11-palo gelding- grandson of Grays Starlight- 4th at Ranch Heritage Challenge Limited Open in Working Cowhorse, 2nd in Houston in Open Ranch
Riding, shown in Fort Worth 2016 Jr Heeling AQHA money earner.
*08 bay gelding- grandson of Doc Olena- solid team roping horse
*11 gray gelding –grandson High Brow Cat- team rope, ranch
*09 dun gelding- by genuine 007- team roping, ranch
*11 buck gelding-Two Eyed Red Buck X Paddys Irish Whiskey- pretty ranch
horse
Bruce Colclasure Dispersion
*07 black gelding by Wagons Sammy Gray- ranch cutter
*10 dun gelding by Pep On Rebel- ranch cutter
*12 red roan mare by Athena Puddy Cat by High Brow Cat- 2 yrs cutting
*06 black gelding by Squeek by Badger- ranch, turn back, pony horse
*09 palomino gelding- grandson of Paddys Irish Whiskey- “Complete Package” ranch, rope horse
*15 red dun gelding- by Two Id Shooter Buck- Pitzer Ranch Invitational
eligible
*13 buckskin gelding by Tow Id Shooter Buck- Pitzer Ranch Invitational
eligible.
*12 bay roan gelding- grandson of Pat Cowan- Ranch, team rope
*05 black gelding-Mr Daul Pep X Cal Bar- cute ranch horse
*06 dun gelding by San Padrino- ranch- team rope
*05 chestnut gelding by Colonel Hotrodder- team rope both ends
*02 bay geldin by Streakin Ich X Streakin Six- 1D barrel Horse
*07 buck gelding “Simba” grade but Driftwood bred- team rope, pretty stout
*09 gray gelding grandson of Playgun- team rope, ranch
*05 sorrel gelding grandson of Dual Pep- ranch, heel horse, stout
*10 gray gelding by grandson of Playgun- pretty, ranch, rope
*04 chestnut gelding by Cat Silver- ranch, head horse
*07 buckskin gelding by- Two Eyed Red BuckX Mr Baron Jack- fancy rope
horse
*08 bay roan gelding by grandson of Blue Valentine- stout solid team rope
horse
*15 chestnut colt grandson of Metalic Cat- F&R Futurity Eligible
*08 sorrel gelding- Shining Spark X Big Step- World Series rope horse

*05 sorrel gelidng
-grandson of Docs Quixote-solid rope horse- seasoned

*09 grullo gelding by Gold Cat Bueno- solid heel horse
*08 blue roan gelding by Zips Dakota Pine- ranch, rope, pretty
*12 sorrel gelding by High Brow CD- ranch, team rope
*10 sorrel gelding grandson of Frenchmans Guy- ranch, started on barrels
*05 sorrel gelding by Shining Comet- ranch, rope, kids, fancy
*08 sorrel gelding grandson of Boonlight Dancer- ranch, rope horse
*11 bay gelding First Down Cash X Corona Cartel- ranch, rope
*11 bay gelding grandson of Docs Oak- ranch, rope
*05 bay gelding grandson of Playgun- ranch, rope
*08 red roan gelding Peptoboonsmal X Smart Little Lena- ranch, rope
*05 chestnut gelding Zan Parr Bar X Rocket Wrangler- head horse
*09 gray gelding grandson of Smart Prime Time- ranch, team rope
*11 blue roan gelding Lowry Star X Doc Bar- heel horse
*10 sorrel gelding by May Be A Frenchman- ranch, team rope
*07 black gelding Drifts Chip X Jag Bar Badger- head horse
*APHA gelding- rodeo calf horse
*07 red roan gelding grandson of Nitro Dual Doc- rope, ranch
*09 buckskin gelding by grandson of Watch Joe Jack- ranch, rope
*04 sorrel gelding by Jags Legacy- $ earner at World Series Finals in Vegas
*12 palomino gelding byTwo Eyed Reb Baron- HPI eligible
*12 buckskin gelding by Zans Red Buck- ranch, rope
*02 dun gelding by Codys Easter Bar- ranch, 3D barrel horse
*14 sorrel mare by Streakin For Perks
*09 gray gelding double bred Some Kinda Playboy- ranch
*13 gray gelding grandson of Tanquery Gin- good broke
*08 black pony 13 hands Jr rodeo horse
*11 grullo gelding by Cowboys Ledoux- rnach , cut, rope
*13 sorrel gelding Bob Acre Doc X Docs Oak- broke
*11 sorrel gelding by Hes My Cat- ranch, good broke
*01 bay gelding by CC Bubba Hancock- head horse
*04 blue roan gelding by grandson of Doc Athena- ranch, team rope
*14 sorrel mare granddaughter of Mr Joes Song- F&R Futurity Eligible
*01 black gelding by grandson of Dash For Cash- ranch, team rope
*08 gray gelding by Check Me Out Chex- rope, ranch, gentle
*10 sorrel gelding grandson of High Brow Cat- ranch, broke
*08 gray gelding grandson of Otoes Rainbow- head or heel horse

Kansas Connection For Ranch & Rope Horses
For More information Contact:
Farmers & Ranchers PO Box 2595, Salina, KS 67402
785-825-0211
Mike Samples, Manager *785-826-7884
Kyle Elwood *785-493-2901
www.fandrlive.com
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Lead Departures, Circles
and Spins - Part 1
by Sandy Collier
“Scoring”
To prepare to pick up a lead, put your horse in the
cor¬rect frame and ask him to walk a few steps
in that frame before you ask for the lope. In the
reining world, we call this “scoring.” It’s good discipline overall, and it teaches your horse to “wait”
for you to ask for the lope. In the future, when in
the show pen, this will help him stay quiet in the
center of the arena, as he won’t anticipate loping off if he knows that sometimes he just walks
when he’s in the ‘lead-departure frame.”
This lead-departure frame will seem a bit contorted to the horse at first, so be patient and give
him time to understand what you want.

A lead departure into the lope is the first thing a
judge sees when you start your run, so its correctness helps to form his or her first impression
of you. This departure takes you right into your
circles and spins, which are the very heart of a
reining pattern. It can be a thrill to watch a welltrained horse lope and gal¬lop picture-perfect
circles, as there’s so much going on with so little
appearing to be going on. Meanwhile, the spins,
along with slides, are among the glamour moves
of reining, where speed and precision create the
dra¬matic action that aficionados love.
I will explain how to pick up the cor¬rect lead,
then help you develop and polish your cir¬cles
and spins.

Lead Departures
As I mentioned above, because the lead departure
is the entry point into your pattern, it helps set the
tone for your run and establishes expectations—
good or bad—in the judge’s mind. If you pick up
the wrong lead or trot first, it will cost dearly in
penalty points. And, if these two reasons aren’t
enough to get your depar¬tures down pat, know
that a good one can help pre¬pare your horse to
change leads later in the pattern.
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ing off your leg, as this is essential to getting a
change later on. Note: if he won’t move off your
leg, he won’t change leads, ever.
Be sure to work both sides equally (simply reverse all cues for right lead scoring and departure). Do a lot of scoring until your horse is completely comfortable and good at it. Then, always
do it for a few strides before you ask for the lope,
so that you get a good departure. It’s good discipline for your horse, and for you. He won’t rush
into the lope, and you’ll be indirectly working on
your changes every time you lope off!
In the next issue we will discuss the proper procedures for perfect circles

When you want the horse to pick up the left lead,
tip his nose and hind end slightly to the left. (This
sets him up to stride off on the left lead.) As you tip
his nose to the left, also “pick up” his left shoulder, using the “key in the ignition” move. At the
same time, bump with your right leg just behind
neutral position to push his rear to the left. Don’t
“over-tip” either end; it should be about 50-50.
Now, with your horse in this slightly bent frame,
walk him straightforward for several strides. This
is hard to do and will take some practice. Be patient, accept¬ing one step at a time until you can
get two, then three, and soon.

The Departure
To ask for the left-lead lope, keep the horse’s
frame the same as you use your right leg (still just
behind neutral) more assertively (i.e., rolling or
pressing with your spur if need be) and “kiss.”(l
use a kissing noise for my lead depar¬tures
because I think it helps “lift” the horse into the
lope— you may have a different verbal cue.) As
you push him into the bridle, keep his nose tipped
left, and don’t let him trot—instead, think “lift”
him into the lope. Don’t release your reins, either;
move him right up into the bridle.
Do not let your horse slam his rear back into your
right foot as he strikes off into the lope, or he’ll
likely pick up the wrong lead. Keep him mov-

“Scoring”...This is walking your horse in
the “lead-departure” frame. It prepares
him to take the correct lead and teaches
him to wait for the cue to lope. I’m
getting ready to ask him to pick up the
left lead, so I’ve tipped his head and hip
to the left, while lifting my left rein to
pick up his left shoulder.

Sandy Collier’s successful horse show record is reflective of her dedication,
talent, and integrity as a horse trainer. She was the first and only woman
horse trainer to win the prestigious NRCHA World Champion Snaffle Bit
Futurity. In 2011, Sandy was inducted into The Cowgirl Hall of Fame.
Learn more at SandyCollier.com.
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EQUINE VETERINARIANS
HAVE LONG KNOWN ABOUT
THE BENEFITS OF PLASMA.
NOW TRY AN EASY-TO-USE ORAL FORM
FOR PERFORMANCE HORSES DEALING WITH THE NORMAL STRESS OF
TRAINING AND COMPETITION.

LIFELINE Equine Performance Supplements are made with serum-based active ingredient BioThrive®, which contains important immune
factors, immunoglobulins and bioactive proteins.
BioThrive® helps your horse cope with and recover from stress by helping to reduce the normal inflammation associated with stress and
daily exercise.
And that can help keep your horse ready for any challenge.
SEE RESULTS IN JUST 14 DAYS.

WatchThemThrive.com | 1.855.91.HORSE (46773)
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What the Trainer
Must Know
by Dick Pieper

Photos courtesy of Ross Hecox

“... start with a colt that is athletic enough and talented enough to do the job,
and never let him have a bad day.”
Have a Plan
From the day he undertakes the project of
schooling a 2-year-old, a trainer must have
in his mind the entire chronological order for
each step all the way to the finished product.
And he must never deviate.
Change has an effect on the entire scope of
the program. For example, a novice starts
out with a 2-year-old. At first, everything
seems to be going well, and then the novice
runs into some problem. He talks to someone
else who trains and decides to try that person’s method.
So the novice changes the way he does
things. That confuses the horse because this
new method is based on a different background of basic training.

This daughter of Playgun is a talented athlete,
and I’ve tried my best to not ever let her have
a bad day.
No one starts on a two-week trip without
knowing his destination, but people often
start riding horses with no idea of where
they’re going or what sort of direction they
plan to take. When I train a reining futurity
horse, I start him as a 2-year-old and try to
have him ready to peak in December of his
3-year-old year so that he’s ready for the
National Reining Horse Association Futurity.
That doesn’t allow much time for mistakes.
The secret to success is start with a colt
that is athletic enough and talented enough
to do the job, and never let him have a bad
day. I must stay aware, then be consistent.
Eighteen months is not enough time for that
horse to have a setback. Even so, I must use
the horse’s clock and not the calendar when
charting his progress.
And that’s the same for any horse whose future lies in any event.
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I don’t imply that I never change methods.
One of the most enjoyable things about
training horses is that I continue to learn
new methods. But when I change anything,
it is with a lot of thought. I might decide to
change something and work it into the next
horse’s training, but I don’t change on the

Consistency is part of my plan to help a horse
understand the desired response to my cue.
I must be consistent not only with my cue for
lateral flexion shown here, but also with my
release when the horse responds correctly.
horse midstream. That’s not fair to the horse.
If I did that, I’d be saying that everything I
taught him until now has been a lie.
If you are telling the horse, “I’m the leader,”
and then halfway through the program, say,
“I don’t know, let’s try this,” the horse is going to get confused and become increasingly
inconsistent. In other words, if you’re inconsistent with the horse, he mirrors that and
becomes inconsistent with you.
I outline a program that has complete continuity from beginning to end. Each step
progresses naturally to the next and lays the
foundation for more difficult tasks to come.
The basic communications I use in the beginning are the same ones that I use later with
the finished horse.

Workmanlike Willingness

How well a horse performs the second basic,
for example, and softens through the
poll relates directly to my focus while
riding the horse.

In order for you to train a horse to a high performance level, you have to understand that
the mental aspect is as important as or more
important than the physical side. Before you
can think of performing any physical maneuver with a horse, you have to develop that
horse’s willingness.
To do this, the trainer has to condition himself to remove any outside thoughts that
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Consistency counts in developing a workmanlike attitude in a young horse, no matter the
situation or the location.
might influence his work with the horse. He
must train himself to ask for the same response and in the same way every time. His
body language must be the same each time
he asks for a particular maneuver.
Basics are important in both the physical and
mental sense. In a horse’s early training, the
goal is to instill a set of basic skills. These
are the building blocks on which every future
maneuver is based. These are the controls
that are used throughout his life. While he
is learning those basic skills, the horse also
learns an attitude of cooperation.
Just as he learns through a lot of repetition
to respond correctly to pressure from the
reins or the legs, the horse also learns to be
acquiescent. I develop a sense of compliance
in him. He learns through the repetition that
I don’t hurt him or overload his wagon, so he
has nothing to fear. That sets the tone for our
conversation.
I’m developing a workmanlike attitude in
the horse —conditioning him to accept that
most days he goes to the work area and does
strenuous work for an hour to an hour and
a half. He accepts this the same way he accepts the fact that I feed him, brush him or
clean his stall daily.

Dick Pieper is internationally
recognized as a horseman’s
horseman and this iconic
individual has influenced and
developed the careers of riders
and trainers for decades. After
fifty plus years in the horse
industry, his name has come
to stand for a special brand
of arena excellence that never
compromised the welfare of
the horse.
For more information go to
dickpieper.com
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Follow
Performance Horse
Digest on all your
favorite social
media sites
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Dealer of Horse Panels, Gates, Round Pens, Equipment & Much
More! We also have a nice selection of hay nets and rings to make
feedings a breeze!

SPECIALIZING IN –
Horse Training • Lessons • Calf Roping • Team Roping

DAVID M. SLIPKA
OFFICE 651-408-8508
CELL
612-919-3559

NORTH ARENA & OFFICE
6175 Fawn Lake Dr NE
Stacy, MN 55079

WWW.ROCKINSRANCHDS.COM

Doug and Jody Lindgren - Nemo, SD 57759
www.haycreekranch.net - contact@haycreekranch.net
Phone: 605-578-1142

Follow us on all your favorite
Social Media Sites @HorseDigest

Visit Us online at PerformanceHorseDigest.com
or HorseDigests.com
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Lolli Bros. Livestock Mkt., Inc.
“SINCE 1947” • MACON, MISSOURI

Registered Horse Catalog Sale

MAY 6 & 7, 2016
TWO DAYS!

EXPECTING 200-250 HEAD EACH DAY
FRIDAY: YEARLINGS, 2 YEAR-OLDS,
BROODMARES, STALLIONS, RIDING HORSES
SATURDAY: FEATURING CUTTING, REINING,
ROPING, BARREL AND PLEASURE HORSES!
HORSES FROM TOP RANCHERS AND BREEDERS
THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
EXPECTING 11 HEAD OF 2014 STALLIONS & MARES OUT OF HIGH BROW OZ
& DAUGHTERS OF HIGH BROW HICKORY, BOONLIGHT DANCER, DOC O’LENA
TWIST, & ILL BE SMART JUST TO NAME A FEW.
CATALOG DEADLINE:

MARCH 25, 2016

TAKING A LIMITED NUMBER OF HORSES

9 AM
SADDLES
10 AM
HORSES

ONE OF THE LARGEST AND BEST RIDING HORSE SALES IN THE U.S.!
Special Zebra, Camel, Exotic Cattle
and exotic animal auction!

April 6-9, 2016

Consign Early!
$50 Catalog Fee • 8% Commission
$25 No Sale

September
4 & 5, 2016
July 25, 2016

Deadline:

Lolli Bros. Livestock Mkt., Inc.

Follow
Performance
Horse
Digest
on all
your favorite
social media
sites
@ HorseDigest

Dominic, Frankie and Tim • Highway 63 • Macon, Missouri 63552
Request a catalog by e-mail, phone or visit our website
Dominic Lolli • (660) 385-2516 • (660) 651-4024 Cell
E-Mail: thebarn@cvalley.net Website: www.lollibros.com

List Your Products & Horses for Sale,
Stallions, Services and Events on Websites

HorseDigests.com and
PerformanceHorseAlley.com
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Southwest Select Broke Horse Sale
Sunday, May 22, 2016-Bowman, North Dakota

Horse Preview at 8 A.M. MST - All Seasons Arena
Sale at 1 P.M. MST at Bowman Auction Market
Auctioneers: Lynn & Seth Weishaar

Selling Performance & Ranch Horses!

Finished heeling horse-been hauled
and ranched on a lot.

Althetic, fast, and gentle.
Head, heel, or breakaway.

Southwest Select Broke Horse Sale Team Roping
Saturday, May 21, 2016-All Seasons Arena
Contact Devin McGrath 605-391-4947

12 year old heel horse-competed at USTRC Finals
jackpots, been headed on and breakaway.

For more information or a catalog contact:
Bowman Auction Market 701-523-5922
Harry Kerr 701-523-6711
Grant DeSaye 406-670-6643
Tressa Dodge 701-440-0094
bam@ndsupernet.com
www.facebook.com/SouthwestSelectBrokeHorseSale
*Consignments are screened and guaranteed.

Lightweight

Close Contact Comfortable

Adjusts to Fit
Guaranteed
Your Horses
to Fit ANY
*Width*
Horse!
*Angle*
*Arch* Patented Adjustable

Saddlery
Fit
System

Handmade
List Your Products
& Horses for Sale,
Demos
in
Texas
Stallions, Services and Events on our Website!
Available

PerformanceHorseAlley.com &TwSaddlery.com
HorseDigests.com
915-726-0550
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Working Western
Celebration

The idea of joining forces for the greater
good has been around for a long time. The
North Central Working Western Celebration
is a prime example of several people, breeds
and associations coming together to offer a
competitive arena with nonstop excitement
for every venue of horse enthusiasts. One
thing those involved in the equine industry
have in common, regardless of breed, discipline or association, is the love and respect
for the horse and the joy of good competition. There is nothing better than a great
conversation with a fellow colleague about
the sport you love, no matter the background. The Working Western Celebration is
going to provide the perfect backdrop to all
of the above. Known for having an engaged
and passionate equine community, Madison,
Wisconsin will be hosting this this year’s
rapidly growing event at the Alliant Energy
Center. Judy Frankel, Director of Public Relations and Communications, Greater Madison Convention & Visitors Bureau, Madison,
WI expressed excitement for the opportunity
to host such diverse event. Madison has
drawn thousands of people to the Alliant Energy Center, but never for an event like this.
Sandy Woerle first envisioned this melting
pot of a show several years ago knowing the
importance for the horse industry as a whole,
to work together and grow all areas of interest and participation. “There is a need in the
industry for generating outside interest, all
breeds need to look over the fence at their
neighbors and work together.” says Sandy.
Her good friend and colleague, Eleanor Hamilton, Eleanor’s Arabian Farm, immediately
supported Sandy and her idea to bring together several arenas of performance horse
competition among Quarter Horses, Arabians, Half Arabians and several other breeds.
This vision mirrored what Eleanor pioneered
several years ago by owning numerous successful Arabians, Half Arabian and Quarter
Horses. Eleanor has represented very well
how these worlds can come together.
The North Central Reined Cowhorse Association and several of its members have played
a pivotal role by offering their expertise in-
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tegrating Reined Cow Horse, Reining,
Roping and several other classes into
one phenomenal show. Having strong
resources and support in place to
move forward, the show became a
reality. It was hosted for the first time
at Cannon Falls, MN, the next year in
St. Paul, MN and has finally landed a
permanent home at The Alliant Energy Center in Madison, WI for 2016
due to the need for additional space.
The Alliant Energy Center is the kind of facility every association would love to host
their events at, offering all of the desired
amenities. The Working Western Celebration has something for every level rider to
participate in, starting with a Ranch Riding
clinic led by Leo Fourre and Lance Scheffel all the way up to the most experienced
Open Classes. They will be offering exciting competition along with nearly $75,000
in added money, five saddles and over 200
Chavez trophy buckles to be awarded during
the week. Because there is enough space
and enough expertise involved the Working
Western Celebration is able to do the things
other shows might not be able to. They offered the Arabian Breed performance horse
halter and ranch horse pleasure before they
were recognized breed association classes,
now they are recognized. This year The
Celebration will be bringing in the POAs
and offering non-pro classes for 19 -39 and
40 and over. They will get national breed
recognition points, an area where POA will
grow and Working Western Celebration is offering a platform/arena for them to do that.
There will be plenty of crowd drawing excitement. Especially Saturday night, Reined
Cow Horse exhibitors will be going down the
fence for the finals in the futurity, which will
have $10,000 added money. These working
horses regardless of breed, know their stuff
and all are being judged on the same criteria. The coliseum will be the site of a freestyle reining, NRHA approved event along
with Open costume. Appaloosas will have
their Native American Heritage class and the
Arabians are going to do an exhibition with
their native costume. All of these are huge
“Don’t Miss” events the Madison population
and horse enthusiasts from all over will be
thrilled to be a part of. “As exhibitors, this is
what we want, people to see our horses!” is
a sentiment that is shared among many.

Follow
Performance
Horse
Digest
on all
your favorite
social media
sites
@ HorseDigest

For all of the latest updates, Show Schedules
and Entry Forms visit http://workingwesterncelebration.com
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1.866.643.1010 ClearSpan.com/ADPHD

WE MANUFACTURE • WE INSTALL
WE SAVE YOU MONEY
buildings of 1,000 uses

Fabric Structures
Natural Light & Low Cost Per Sq Ft

Hybrid Buildings
Benefits of Metal & Fabric Buildings

Foundation Solutions
Build Anywhere & Quick Construction

ZERO PERCENT FINANCING AVAILABLE

restrictions
may apply
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•Humane Lok Tuff Stall Mats
•Harrows
•Equi-Cushion Arena Footing
•Mill Creek Manure Spreaders

www.manelines.com • Cell 715-828-2640 • tod@wwt.net
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Farms
 Producing Proven Performers in the Arena
 Frenchmans Guy, Driftwood, Playgun & Many More!
 From Weanlings to Started Prospects For Sale
 Come Pick Out Your Future Champion!

 Check Out Our Website!

The Bloodlines You Want, with the Color You Crave…

Maubach Farms Quarter Horses
Henry, IL
Phone: (309) 364-2956
Email: maubachfarms@msn.com

Website: www.maubachfarmsquarterhorses.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES
Affordable website design & hosting.
Three page website special $125.
Classifieds, Country Kitchen, featured stallion & more!
www.stallionstation.com
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MAGAZINE PRINT ADS, ONLINE BANNER ADS, EMAIL CAMPAIGNS TO HORSE DIGEST’S EXTENSIVE LISTS
Rahn Greimann, Owner // Publisher
507-525-0513
rahn@horsedigests.com
Bonnie Hancock, Director
574-386-3811
bonnie@horsedigests.com

Makenzie Bloomer, Operations
917-346-8777
makenzie@horsedigests.com
Jennifer Fjelstad
641-590-1041
jenfjelstad@horsedigests.com
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